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Abstract

The coronal mass ejections (CMEs) and solar flares associated with extreme solar activity may

strike the Earth’s magnetosphere and give rise to geomagnetic storms. During geomagnetic storms,

the polar plasma dynamics may influence the middle and low-latitude ionosphere via travelling

ionospheric disturbances (TIDs). These are wave-like electron density disturbances caused by at-

mospheric gravity waves propagating in the ionosphere. TIDs focus and defocus SuperDARN signals

producing a characteristic pattern of ground backscattered power. Geomagnetic storms may cause

a decrease of total electron content (TEC), i.e. a negative storm effect, or/and an increase of TEC,

i.e. a positive storm effect. The aim of this project was to investigate the ionospheric response to

strong storms (Dst < -100 nT) between 2011 and 2015, using TEC measurements derived from GPS

receivers and SuperDARN power, Doppler velocity and convection maps. It is found that most of

the storm effects observed were a combination of both negative and positive per storm per station

(77.8%), and only 8.9% and 13.3% of effects on TEC were negative and positive, respectively. The

highest number of storm effects occurred in autumn (36.4%), while 31.6%, 28.4% and 3.6% occurred

in winter, spring and summer, respectively. The storms studied at South African National Antarctic

Expedition (SANAE) station generated TIDs with periods of less than an hour and amplitudes in
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the range 0.2 - 5 TECU. These TIDs were found to originate from the high-velocity plasma flows,

some of which are visible in SuperDARN convection maps.

Key words: High-latitude ionosphere, Total Electron Content, TIDs, GPS

1. Introduction

The ionosphere in the polar regions is closely connected to the space environment through the

Earth’s magnetic field, and exhibits complex plasma dynamics (Feldstein & Levitin, 1986). These

dynamics can be further complicated by sudden or large energy and particle injections during ge-

omagnetic storms. The response of the polar ionosphere to the geomagnetic storm is of interest

because the ionospheric manifestation of these responses can severely affect radio communication

(Hargreaves, 1992). It is also important to understand these sudden and large dynamic changes, as

they can extend to middle and lower ionosphere through the thermospheric winds, which affect the

global chemical composition.

During strong geomagnetic storms, the magnetospheric convection electric fields play an impor-

tant role in plasma redistribution at polar regions. They can extend to lower latitudes and cause

various effects at these latitudes (Foster & Rich, 1998; Thomas et al., 2013). Energy input from

the solar wind and/or magnetosphere into the polar region during magnetic storms can launch at-

mospheric gravity waves which manifest as large scale travelling ionospheric disturbances (LSTIDs)

in the ionosphere (Huang et al., 2000). These LSTIDs may also cause dynamic changes to the

ionosphere.

The response of the ionosphere to geomagnetic storms depends on the nature of the storm, i.e.

the intensity and/or the duration of the storm. One of the responses of the ionosphere to energy

injection associated with magnetic storms is the generation of TIDs which may be seen as plasma

perturbations over a short duration of time (De Abreu et al., 2010a; Ding et al., 2013).

These TIDs might also be associated with atmospheric gravity waves and/or Joule heating. These

TIDs are observed to focus and defocus the Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN)

ground-backscattered signals and are manifested in power, Doppler velocity and spectral width

(Hunsucker, 1982; Samson et al., 1989; Hayashi et al., 2010; Karpachev et al., 2010; Grocott et al.,

2013); Oinats et al., 2015).
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It is very important to study the response of the ionosphere to geomagnetic storms because these

disturbances play an important role in the dynamics of the thermosphere; for example, TIDs prop-

agate in the ionosphere and help us to understand the global energy redistribution, as well as the

variation of the total electron content (TEC) (Hayashi et al., 2010; Idrus et al., 2013). TEC is the

total number of electrons in the field of view (FOV) of a receiver to the satellite, contained in an

imaginary cylinder of the cross-section of 1 m2 (El-Rabbany, 2002). The TEC is measured in TEC

unit (TECU), such that 1 TECU = 1016m−2.

Geomagnetic storms may have a positive (i.e. increase of electrons) or negative (decrease of elec-

trons) effect on the ionosphere, with the atomic and molecular composition of the thermosphere

playing an important role in determining which of these effects will occur. This contributes to

knowledge of the vertical motion of the ionosphere (Tsagouri et al., 2000; De Abreu et al., 2010b).

The polar ionospheric regions differ from lower latitude regions, because of the divergence and

convergence of both open and closed geomagnetic field lines at the southern and northern polar

regions, respectively. In these regions, during geomagnetic storms, solar wind particles infiltrate

the Earth’s upper atmosphere, resulting in immense precipitation of charged (energetic) particles

travelling along disturbed magnetic field lines, as well as energy deposition. These particles change

the ionospheric plasma density and result in ionospheric irregularities (Pi et al., 1997).

Disturbance Storm Time (Dst) indices are included in this study to show the geomagnetic ac-

tivities of the selected days. The Auroral Electrojet (AE) indices are also included in this study to

show the current intensity which results in Joule heating during these storm days (De Jesus et al.,

2016). During geomagnetic storms, geomagnetic field indices may decrease or increase according to

the severity of the storms (Loewe & Prölss, 1997).

This research investigates the nature of ionospheric disturbances associated with geomagnetic

storms, by means of GPS, TEC, in conjunction with SuperDARN High Frequency (HF) radar

measurements obtained from Antarctic base stations. We study the response of the ionosphere to

geomagnetic storm in order to understand plasma motion which may be associated with observed

ionospheric disturbances during these storms. GPS, TEC, SuperDARN’s SANAE site’s relative

power and Doppler velocity from ground scatter and SuperDARN convection map measurements

were used. Seven days were chosen with the storm day in the middle in order to investigate re-

sponses of thirteen strong geomagnetic storms and one severe storm between 2011 and 2015.
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The specific objectives of the study are to:

Categorise the effects of the geomagnetic storms as positive, negative, or a combination of

negative and positive;

Determine the characteristics of TIDs launched by geomagnetic storms;

Investigate the driving mechanisms of the ionospheric storm effects and the observed TIDs as

well as their source regions.

2. Materials and methods

The global positioning system (GPS) consists of 30 satellites and its primary use is to determine

the position and velocity of a fixed or moving object, located over or near the Earth’s surface. GPS

uses the signals of 24 satellites on earth orbit.

Radio detection and ranging (RADAR) uses radio waves to estimate the position (distance), the

angle (direction) and the speed of objects. SuperDARN is an international collaborative network

of HF radars for investigating the Earth’s upper atmosphere and ionospheric plasma irregularities.

The principal objective of SuperDARN is to measure the global configuration and dynamics of

plasma convection in the high-latitude ionosphere, an important diagnostic of energy transfer from

the solar wind to the magnetosphere and ionosphere.

GPS and SuperDARN HF radars were selected to investigate the response of ionosphere during

strong storms since GPS gives information on the state of the ionosphere through TEC measure-

ment and SuperDARN gives information on ionospheric irregularities and plasma flow.

GPS operates at L-band radio frequencies of 1227.6 and 1575.42 MHz and therefore used to study

the ionosphere as these frequencies are affected by the free electrons in this layer. GPS observes ir-

regularities between meter-and hectometer-scales (Basu et al., 1996). SuperDARN operates within

the frequency range 8–20 MHz, and can detect irregularities at decameter-scale, i.e. ∼ 10s m

(Greenwald et al., 2006). These instruments have been used to investigate ionospheric disturbances

and irregularities of various scale, for example TID characteristics (Yizengaw et al., 2004; Kaplan

& Hegarty, 2005).

In this study, GPS and SuperDARN HF radars were selected to investigate the response of iono-

sphere during strong storms since GPS gives information on the state of the ionosphere through
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TEC measurement and SuperDARN gives information on ionospheric irregularities and plasma flow

through power and Doppler velocity measurements, as well as convection maps. Dst and AE indices

were used as indicators of the magnitude of the storm and associated energy input.

3. Results and discussion

The study aims to contribute to the understanding of the nature of ionospheric disturbances asso-

ciated with geomagnetic storms, using GPS TEC measurements, SuperDARN HF radar measure-

ments and their ionospheric convection maps. The ionospheric responses to geomagnetic storms

that will be discussed are storm effects and TIDs. Note that, in this study, the end of the recovery

phase of a storm is defined as when Dst > -50 nT.

Table 1 presents the magnitude and duration of all storms studied. This table shows that 78.6% of

these storms took place between 00:00 UT and 09:00 UT, local morning, and 21.4% of such storms

took place between 19:00 UT and 23:00 UT, local night at SANAE (note that SANAE local time

(LT) is equivalent to UT).

Table 1: Geomagnetic storms (Kyoto University, 2015).

Major geomagnetic storms between 2011 and 2015

Storm day Minimum Dst
index (nT)

UT of min-
imum Dst
index

Duration of storm (Date and UT) Season

2011/08/06 -115 04:00 2011/08/05 (17:00)-2011/08/07 (16:00) winter

2011/09/27 -118 00:00 2011/09/26 (11:00)-2011/09/27 (14:00) spring

2011/10/25 -147 02:00 2011/10/24 (17:00)-2011/10/26 (08:00) spring

2012/03/09 -131 09:00 2012/03/08 (11:00)-2012/03/10 (16:00) autumn

2012/04/24 -108 05:00 2012/04/23 (00:00)-2012/04/25 (00:00) autumn

2012/07/15 -127 19:00 2012/07/14 (16:00)-2012/07/17 (10:00) winter

2012/10/01 -119 05:00 2012/09/30 (10:00)-2012/10/01 (18:00) spring

2012/10/09 -105 09:00 2012/10/07 (02:00)-2012/10/09 (17:00) spring

2012/11/14 -108 08:00 2012/11/13 (02:00)-2012/11/14 (18:00) spring

2013/03/17 -132 21:00 2013/03/17 (10:00)-2013/03/18 (09:00) autumn

2013/06/01 -119 09:00 2013/05/31 (15:00)-2013/06/01 (21:00) winter

2014/02/19 -112 09:00 2014/02/18 (11:00)-2014/02/19 (16:00) summer

2015/03/17 -223 23:00 2015/03/17 (03:00)-2015/03/21 (03:00) autumn

2015/06/23 -195 05:00 2015/06/21 (14:00)-2015/06/26 (22:00) winter

The majority of the storms (57.1%) lasted for a period of between 22 and 48 hours, about 28.6% of

the storms lasted for a period of between 2 and 3 days and 14.3% of the storms lasted for a period

of between 4 and 6 days. 7.1% of the storms had a duration of less than a day, but the majority

(92.9%) lasted longer. The results show that 28.6%, 35.7%, 28.6% and 7.1% of the storms occurred

in winter, spring, autumn and summer, respectively.
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3.1. Ionospheric storm effects

The effects of major storms are grouped into three categories: the negative, the positive and the

combination of negative and positive storm effects (Tsagouri et al., 2000; Burns et al., 2007). Ef-

fects of less than 20 minutes duration were considered insignificant and were thus neglected. An

example of the implementation of this analysis is given in Figure 1 and it applies to all 14 of the

storms studied. This figure shows the comparison of V tec (in dark-green lines) with the V tecmedian

(in blue) for the period 28/09 - 04/10/2012 of a storm with the minimum Dst of -119 nT. The 3

vertical lines in these figures show the commencement of the initial phase (IP), the commencement

of recovery phase (RP) and the end of RP.

Figure 1(b) shows, during the main phase (MP) of this storm, a combination of positive and

negative storm effects at the Mawson and SANAE stations, whereas O’Higgins2 and Syowa stations

only show positive storm effects. This example also illustrates that a storm effect may vary with

geomagnetic location and time of day at the station. The AE indices show an enhancement of both

eastward and westward auroral electrojets to around 1000 nT, indicating a large energy injection

into the polar ionosphere.
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Figure 1: (a) The comparison of Vtec with the 28-day running median of Vtec for 4 stations and (b)
the responses calculated for Mawson, O’Higgins, Syowa and SANAE GPS stations for 2012/10/01.

3.1.1. Negative ionospheric storm effects and their mechanisms

The ionospheric storm effects are summarised in Table 2, based on the season of the storm day and

in Table 3, based on the phases of the storms. Twenty negative storm effects were estimated for

the 14 storm days over four GPS stations located in Antarctica.
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The minority (35.0%) of these storm effects lasted between 4 and 12 hours and 65.0% lasted be-

tween 20 minutes and 4 hours, as shown in Figure 2(a). About 65.0% of the negative storm effects

took place in autumn, 5.0% in summer, 30.0% in spring and there was no negative storm effects

in winter. During IP and IMP, there were no negative storm effects, but during MP 60%, during

MRP 5.0% and during RP 35.0% occurred.

A negative storm effect was observed by Jin et al. (2014) from Beidou GEO satellite observa-

tions, following the SSC and recovery phase of the 2013/03/17 storm, especially in the southern

hemisphere. This observation confirms our observation at Syowa station for the same storm day;

however at this station a negative storm effect was also found during the main phase.

Table 2: Number of ionospheric storm effects by season at Mawson, O’Higgins, Syowa and SANAE
GPS stations.

Storm effects and their seasonal occurrence

Season Negative storm
effects

Positive storm ef-
fects

Combination
storm effects

Total %

Summer 1 0 7 8 3.6

Autumn 13 4 65 82 36.4

Winter 0 23 48 71 31.6

Spring 6 3 55 64 28.4

Total 20 30 175 225 100

% 8.9 13.3 77.8 100 —

Similarly, Shreedevi et al. (2016) studied the effects of the 2014/02/19 intense storm by means

of GPS-TEC data from the Indian Antarctic station, Bhari (-69.4◦, 76.2◦ geographic coordinates).

Dissimilar to our analysis of the same storm, they found a negative ionospheric storm effect starting

at around 03:30 Indian Standard Time (IST). They linked the negative storm effect to changes in

the global wind system and the storm-induced in the composition changes of gases.

A study by Prölss et al. (1988) suggested that Joule heating due to the collisions of the particles and

neutrals increases the temperature of the ionosphere leading to decreasing electron concentration.

The electron concentration is directly proportional to the [O]
[N2]

ratio (i.e. the decrease of this ratio

implies the depletion of electron density in a medium).

A study by Balan et al. (2013) discusses mechanisms of ionospheric storms at the equatorial and

high latitudes. Using CHAMP Ne and GPS-TEC data and the Sheffield University Plasmasphere

Ionospheric Model, they found that during a geomagnetic storm at high latitudes, the upwelling
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effect of the wind reduces the [O]

[N2]
ratio (largely increases N2), with the inward E×B drift resulting

in severe negative storm effects in these regions.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 2: (a) The negative, (b) the positive and (c) the combination of negative and positive storm
effects and their durations.

Table 3: Ionospheric storm effects and the storm phases during which they occurred at Mawson,
O’Higgins, Syowa and SANAE GPS stations.

The storm effects and the phases during which they occurred

Phases Negative
storm
effects

Positive
storm
effects

Combination
storm effects

Total %

Initial phase (IP) 0 0 3 3 1.3

Main phase (MP) 12 12 81 105 46.7

Initial & main phase (IMP) 0 0 2 2 0.9

Main and recovery phases (MRP) 1 4 17 22 9.8

Recovery phase (RP) 7 14 72 93 41.3

Total 20 30 175 225 100

% 8.9 13.3 77.8 100 —
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in energy input at the high latitudes and causes the expansion of the atmosphere. This expansion

of the atmosphere causes the movement of the air by means of constant pressure surfaces and

reduces the atom-to-molecule ratio as the air of differing compositions is lifted to higher altitudes.

Burns et al. (2007) discussed the challenges and successes of the ionospheric response to coronal

mass ejections. They found that negative storm effects are caused by temperature and composition

changes.

3.1.2. Positive ionospheric storm effects and their mechanisms

Thirty positive storm effects were calculated over 14 storm days from data for four GPS stations in

Antarctica. Figure 2(b), Table 2 and Table 3 summarise their individual durations, their occurrence

by season and their occurrence during different phases, respectively. 46.7% of the positive storm

effects had a duration between 20 minutes and 4 hours, while 53.3% had a duration between 4 and

24 hours. 13.3% of these storm effects occurred in autumn, 76.7% in winter, 10.0% in spring. There

was no positive storm effect in summer for this period. 40.0% of the positive storm effects took

place during the MP, 13.3% during the MRP, 46.7% took place during the RP of the storms. There

was no positive storm effect during IP and IMP of the storms.

When comparing these results to the ones of the negative storm, the positive storm effects have

higher amplitudes, these effects are double during the RP and they are more dominant in winter

than in other season. The enhancement of the electric field from the magnetosphere and the hori-

zontal thermospheric circulation which lifted up the plasma contributed to the drift of the F2-region

and enhanced the electrons. The TADs/TIDs caused by energy injection into the upper atmosphere

cause the positive storm effects into this region during their equatorward propagation. The TADs

may also cause the vertical drifts which cause the positive storm effects for a short time (Fuller-

Rowell et al., 1994). A study by Burns et al. (2007) discusses the challenges and successes of the

ionospheric response to coronal mass ejections. They found that the positive storm effects could

be caused by the neutral wind, the penetration of electric fields and neutral gas compositions. A

study by Huang et al. (2005) looked at the strong positive phase of ionospheric storms observed

by the Millstone Hill incoherent scatter radar and the GPS network. They suggested that electric

fields generated the observed positive storm phase.

The increase of the polar cap potential drop caused by the geomagnetic storm leads to an increase
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3.1.3. Combination of the negative and positive ionospheric storm effects and their

associated mechanisms

The most frequently observed storm effect was the combination of negative and positive effects (i.e.

when a station records both negative and positive effects for a particular storm). One hundred and

seventy-five storm effects over each of four GPS station were calculated during the intense magnetic

storms. The majority of these (37.2%) were observed in autumn, 31.4% occurred in spring, 27.4%

occurred in winter and the minority (4.0%) occurred in summer, as shown in Table 2. About 46.3%

of the combination of negative and positive storm effects took place during the MP, 1.8% during

the IP, 1.1% during the IMP, 9.7% during the MRP and 41.1% took place during the RP, as shown

by Table 3. The individual durations of these storm effects are shown by Figure 2(c), where 68.0%

had a duration of between 20 minutes and 4 hours and 22.0% had a duration of between 4 and 28

hours.

In general, the amplitudes of positive effects were higher than the ones of the negative effects.

Many studies found similar results for the combination of negative and positive storm effects of

the same geomagnetic storms considered for this study. For example, Klimenko et al. (2015) com-

pared GSM TIP model calculations with observations of the ionospheric parameters. Their results

confirmed the classical mechanisms associated with positive and negative ionospheric storms for

the MP of the 2011/09/27 geomagnetic storm. They suggested that at high latitudes, the electron

density is disturbed because of changes in the neutral composition of the thermosphere, leading to

the enhancement in the chemical loss rates, and the electromagnetic drift resulting in horizontal

plasma transfer.

A comparison of the 2013/03/17 and 2015/03/17 intense storms by Rodriguez-Bouza et al. (2016)

showed that both storms had a positive ionospheric storm during their main phase, followed by a

negative ionospheric storm during the recovery phase. This was also the case in the 2015/03/17

storm at O’Higgins2 station. For other stations a positive ionospheric storm sometimes occurred

during both the main and recovery phases. Also these results mutually confirm the fact that the

amplitude of the percentage deviation in Vtec is higher for 2015/03/17 than for 2013/03/17, except

at Mawson station where the amplitude is higher for 2013/03/17 than for 2015/03/17, for the pos-

itive ionospheric storm.

Adimula et al. (2016) used GPS measurements from the IGS database, investigated the iono-

spheric responses of 56 geomagnetic storms in the Afro-European sector (northern and southern

hemispheres). They found that for most of the seasons, there were positive storm effects during
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the MP and that the negative storm effects were mainly observed at high latitudes. In winter

hemisphere, there were both positive and negative storm effects over the high latitudes. During the

equinoxes, the storm-time TEC was not consistent with the summer distribution in the northern

hemisphere.

A study by Yizengaw (2004) found negative storm effects over the Australian eastern region in

the mid- and high latitudes and positive storm effects in the auroral and equatorial latitudes during

a severe magnetic storm on 1999/09/22. Using TEC derrived from GPS satellite data and foF2 de-

rived from ionosondes, he found that the enhanced energy input to the ionosphere caused heating of

the ionised and neutral gases and the disturbed thermospheric circulation which moved the plasma

up and down along the magnetic field lines, changing the rate of production and recombination of

the ionised species leading to the negative storm effect just after the SSC.

Similarly, Fuller-Rowell et al. (1994) found that negative effects are caused by increases of molecular

nitrogen in the regions of sunlight during the storm input, while the positive effects are caused by

the decreases in mean molecular mass in regions of previous downwelling. TIDs induced by TADs

caused by energy injection into the upper atmosphere could have participated in these storm effects

creation during their propagations. Using the data from ground-based ionosondes, Prölss (1991)

highlighted the causes of negative and positive ionospheric storm effects.

For the 14 storm days over 4 stations, 225 storm effects were found and examined. Of these storm

effects, 8.9% were negative, 13.3% were positive and 77.8% were combination of both the negative

and positive storm effects. Most of the storm effects were combinations of both the negative and

positive storm effects, with 46.7% occurring during the MP and 41.3% occurring during the RP

of these storms. 1.3% occurred during the IP, 0.9% during the IMP and 9.8% during the MRP.

3.5%, 36.5%, 31.5% and 28.5% of the storm effects occurred in summer, autumn, winter and spring,

respectively.

3.2. TIDs during geomagnetic storms

In order to investigate TIDs, vertical TEC (Vtec data) derived for individual PRNs (satellites) was

used. The data are detrended using a one hour running mean in order to remove the diurnal trend

and therefore obtain TID signatures denoted by dVtec [TECU].
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The TIDs are also found in signatures of SuperDARN power, Doppler velocity and spectral width

variations observed from ground backscatter (Grocott et al., 2013). However, for most of our con-

sidered storm days, the power and the Doppler velocity were not available for the SuperDARN HF

radars. The reasons of this unavailability could be:

the equatorward shift of the auroral oval which is the main sink of ionospheric irregularities

responsible for reflection of signals

absorption of signals in the lower part of the ionosphere

and the absence (lack) of other mechanisms generating field-aligned irregularities in the iono-

sphere.

Instabilities may occur in the ionosphere when the medium is in an unstable equilibrium. Any

external perturbation like solar wind pressure causes the decrease in potential energy of the fluid

medium so that its oscillation or wave energy increases.

Some of the instabilities take place when a stream of ions and electrons differ in velocity by more

than the ion-acoustic speed (two-stream instability) or when the reduction of the total energy is

caused by the interchange of two elements of a fluid (gradient drift instability) or between two

media of relative motion (two boundaries with different velocities). All of these instabilities in the

concerned medium may give rise to different types of waves. The high speed flows impart energy

by Joule heating, the heat gradients send up instabilities in the plasma and these instability bursts

could be the source of TIDs in the ionosphere.

3.3. TIDs signatures and convection maps

Figure 3(a) shows a TID structure detected by SANAE SuperDARN’s beam 12 between 12:00 and

16:00 UT on 2012/07/15. This structure is suspected of having originated from a source that is

equatorward of SANAE (i.e. a TID is travelling away from radar towards the pole), because beam

12 points towards the pole and the positive slopes of the power, Doppler velocity and spectral width

of the signatures of TIDs, moving away from the radar.

The top panel of Figure 3(b) shows a detailed power series during the main phase of the storm

on 2012/07/15 which shows signatures of the detected TID. A similar TID was observed in TEC

measurements of PRN 3 by a GPS receiver collocated with the radar (but not directly under the

field-of-view), as shown by Figure 3 (c). Power spectra of these data sets (see bottom panels of Fig-
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ure 3 (b) and (c)) show that the first peak is at roughly 0.32 mHz (i. e. its period is ∼ 52 minutes).

Most of the time, TIDs travel with speeds between 100 and 1000 ms−1 at high latitudes (Huang et
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Figure 3: (a) The TIDs observed by the SuperDARN HF radar over SANAE station, (b) the power
from SuperDARN and (c) TEC derived from GPS receiver of PRN 3 on 2012/07/15 storm day.

al., 1998; Fujiwara & Miyoshi, 2006), therefore one or two hours delay between the source and TIDs

observed by the radar is to be expected if the source is suspected to be out of the field-of-view region.

In its constellation, PRN 3 observed the multiple wavefronts of a LSTID from around 11:40 UT

until 15:30 UT as shown in the VTEC perturbation in Figure 4(a). The amplitude of this TID was

0.6 TECU.

The convection map (in Figure 4(b) obtained from the Virginia Tech web-site (http://vt.superdarn.org/tiki-

index.php)) shows a very high drift velocity of the plasma in the region, which would lead to Joule

heating. The source region could be at a magnetic coordinate of around -70◦ latitude with a drift

velocity of ∼ 600 ms−1 as measured by Kerguelen (KER) radar.

(a)
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It would therefore be reasonable to infer such high velocities also occurring just equatorward of

Sanae. This would be associated with the electrojet, as it is an area associated on this map with

the convection reversal boundary. In Figure 4(c), the two right-side panels show the Doppler veloc-

ities with the positive velocities (of ∼ 300 ms−1 in blue) and negative velocities (∼ - 300 ms−1 in

red) of the downward and upward ionospheric motions, respectively.

As suggested by Hayashi et al. (2010), the positive velocity implies downward (corresponding to

TEC increase) and negative implies upward ionospheric motion (corresponding to TEC decrease).

The left-hand panel of Figure 4(c) shows GPS TEC in which a density trough, which may be formed

by ionospheric expansion due to Joule heating in SuperDARNs’ FOVs.

Only 11 of 14 storm periods studied had TID structures over SANAE. The results reveal that

an individual TID lasted between 1.7 and 5 hours, the amplitude varied from 0.2 to 5 TECU and

its period varied from 17.5 to 52.3 minutes. 70.6% of the TIDs had amplitudes between 0.2 and

2 TECU, 29.4% had amplitudes between 2.1 and 5 TECU. Less than a half (47.1%) of the TIDs

had periods between 17.5 and 29 minutes, while 52.9% had periods between 30 and 52.3 minutes.

Finally, 11.8% , 64.7%, and 23.5% of the TIDs had a duration between 1.7 and 2 hours, 3 and 4

hours, and between 4.1 and 5 hours, respectively. The TIDs at SANAE occurred during different

seasons and had varying periods during these strong storms.

Large enhancement of the AE indices during intense storms indicate injection of large amounts of

energy into the auroral zone, which may lead to generation of TIDs via Joule heating, as discussed

by Hocke & Schlegel (1996) and De Jesus et al. (2016). A similar study by Frissell et al. (2016)

focused on MSTIDs observed during the winter daytime using HF in high latitudes and midlatitudes

in Northern America between 2012 and 2015. They suggested that those TIDs occurred during

periods of strong polar vortex and their sources could be space weather and lower atmospheric

processes.

Sofko & Huang (2000) studied the SuperDARN observations of medium-scale wave pairs generated

by Joule heating in the auroral zone during the IMF Bz perturbation which caused oscillations in

the ionospheric electric field at the period of ∼ 100 minutes in 1998/12/02. They found that each

electric field enhancement could generate a pair of gravity waves by increasing Joule heating which,
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Figure 4: (a) The TID of PRN3, (b) the South Pole convection map and (c) the TEC, velocity and
power of radars on 2012/07/15 storm day.
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in turn, generated a pair of gravity waves. They also found that the duration of Joule heating

events in their case were longer than those in the previous events, which was the reason for the two

gravity wave pulses.

Huang et al. (1998) published on observations of solar wind directly driven auroral electrojets and

gravity waves. They found a cause-and-effect relationship between the IMF’s southward turnings,
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the auroral electrojets, and the gravity waves. They also found a quasiperiodic occurrence of the

gravity wave pulses which was determined by the repetitive energy input in the source region and

concluded that“ each burst of the auroral electrojet generated a single gravity wave pulse”.

Hayashi et al. (2010) studied LSTIDs observed by the SuperDARN Hokkaido HF radar and the

GPS Earth Observation Network (GEONET) on 2006/12/15 and found a positive correlation be-

tween downward ionospheric motion and increasing TEC. They also found that two disturbances

propagated southward and another disturbance propagated northward between 00:00 and 06:00 UT

on 2006/12/15.

Another similar study was done by Karpachev et al. (2010), who detected two LSTIDs associated

with the dayside cusp. They used SuperDARN data for the 1998/02/17 substorm, which originated

from plasma convection. The LSTIDs had wave periods of 1.5 and 2 hours, a velocity of ∼ 400 ms−1

for both wave periods and wavelengths of 2200 and 2900 km, respectively. They used a number of

datasets, such as high-latitude convection maps, data from 4 DMSP satellites and from networks of

ground-based magnetometers.

Grocott et al. (2013), using SuperDARN HF radar (in which TIDs manifest as structured enhance-

ments in echo power), showed that over the Peninsula in Antarctica between May 2010 and April

2011, TIDs had periods between 30 and 80 minutes and speeds between 100 and 300 ms−1. They

concluded that these TIDs were MSTIDs and that they were caused by the “enhanced solar wind-

magnetosphere coupling and a smaller, westward propagating population, that could be associated

with atmospheric gravity waves excited by winds over the Andean and Antarctic Peninsula moun-

tains or by the high winds of the Antarctic Polar Vortex”. The ranges of TID periods presented in

this study agree with the ranges of periods of TIDs of similar studies. This study corroborates the

existence of these mechanisms.

4. Conclusions

The aim of this study was to investigate the responses of the ionosphere associated with geomagnetic

storms with a minimum Dst of -100 nT, between 2011 and 2015 in the ionosphere over Antarctica.

The study was conducted using GPS TEC and SuperDARN HF radar data. Storm effects expressed

as the percentages of dV tec were estimated by comparing V tec of a storm day and 28-day running

median of V tec. The storm effects were divided into three categories: negative storm effects, positive

storm effects and a combination of both negative and positive storm effects.
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All storm days over 4 stations were identified and 225 storm effects were found. 8.9% of the storm

effects were negative, 13.3% of the storm effects were positive and 77.8% were combination (of

negative and positive) storm effects, i.e majority were a combination of positive and negative.

Storm effects were most frequently observed during the main phase (46.7%) and recovery phase

(41.3%). This study indicates that particle precipitation and enhancement of Joule heating during

the storm events studied in this region played an important role in causing these storm effects. TID

signatures denoted by dV tec were identified by detrending V tec derived from individual PRNs and

from the SuperDARN power, Doppler velocity and spectral width variations. The FFT method was

used to complete the periods of these TIDs observed over SANAE.

Several storm-generated TIDs were observed in different seasons, with the majority of them (41.2%)

occurring in autumn, and the minority (5.9%) in summer. The duration of these TIDs were between

1.7 and 5 hours, their amplitude varied between 0.2 and 5 TECU and their periods were between

17.5 and 52.3 minutes. During the storm of 2012/07/15, GPS and SuperDARN observed a similar

TID of amplitude of 0.6 TECU and a period of 52 minutes. The source of this TID was identified

to be within the plasma flowing at about 600 ms−1 on 2012/07/15 from 09:14 to 09:16 UT.

For most of the storms investigated here, auroral electrojet (AE) indices showed evidence of high

energy injection, where AE values were above 1000 nT for extended periods. SuperDARN power,

Doppler velocity and convection maps, as well as GPS TEC plots, revealed evidence of Joule heating

as well as vertical motion of the ionosphere in the southern polar region. Therefore, it is postulated

that TIDs were caused by energy injection in the high-latitude region (southern region), causing

Joule heating and different kinds of instabilities during high-velocity flows of plasma.
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This study was focused on the response of the ionosphere to the geomagnetic storms over SANAE

and surroundings by using data from GPS, SuperDARN as well as Dst and AE to show the magnetic

field disturbances. It can be extended to cover the whole Antarctica using data from more GPS

stations, SuperDARN radars, riometers, ionosondes, magnetometers and other instruments. A

comparison of responses in the southern and northern polar regions over a solar cycle or more

should lead to a better understanding of the high-latitude response to geomagnetic disturbances

and the dynamics involved.
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